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Squat a
girl, Rhi

Ambition . . Somerville

Uni blow
for poor
as rates
drop 17%

By DOUGLAS WALKER

MODEL Rhian Sugden takes the
kneesy option during an outdoor
fitness session.
The former Page 3 girl,
31 — engaged to
actor Oliver Mellor,
37, right — held a
deep squat in a
cropped vest in
Manchester.
An
onlooker
said:
“She
was
working hard — no
wonder she’s in
such great shape.”

By KATRINE BUSSEY

FEWER students from
Scotland’s most deprived
areas are applying for
uni, a report reveals.
Rates for this year’s
intake dropped nearly 17
per cent on last year by
the January 15 deadline —
the first fall in a decade.
But
applicants
from
wealthy
neighbourhoods
rose 1.9 per cent as the
gap between rich and
poor widens, admissions
body Ucas found.
Tory education spokeswoman Liz Smith yesterday called the findings
“particularly worrying”.
There was also a one
per cent rise in the total
number of applications to
Scots universities, compared to an identical
decrease UK-wide.
Higher education minister Shirley-Anne Somerville said: “While it is
good to see Scotland’s
unis outperforming those
across the UK, it is vital
to drive forward our ambition to widen access.”
The number of students
from poor areas awarded
university places jumped
13 per cent last year.

Sun
A FOOD festival
that includes knob
throwing — tossing
a local Dorset biscuit — has been
cancelled this year
after
its
supplier
pulled out.

SPOT
SCREW ROMANCE
Scots are least likely to
celebrate Valentine’s Day
and are among the most
uncomfortable at saying
‘I love you’, a survey of
UK couples claims.
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SALMON POO CRISIS LOOMS

Hook, line
& stinker
COASTAL SEWAGE SOARS
AS SEA FARMING BOOMS

EXCLUSIVE by CHRISTINE LAVELLE, Scottish Political Reporter

SCOTLAND’S booming fish farming market
will result in our coastlines being swamped
by salmon poo, experts warn.
Sewage produced by the species is expected to
equal half of the nation’s human waste by 2020 if
whopping industry targets are met.
The Nats last night hinted at a crackdown on harvesting
methods that dump 250,000 tonnes of “thick, gloopy
yoghurt-like” faeces on seabeds a year following the gloomy
report by the Scottish Association for Marine Science.
Sealife campaigner Don
Staniford
said
our
250
salmon farms were “smothering” and killing creatures
with their “poisonous poo”.
He added: “How many
businesses are allowed to
discharge untreated sewage
directly into the ocean?”
One solution is switching
from giant mesh cages in
the sea to onshore tanks
that collect waste.
But Dr James Merryweather, of think tank
Scottish Salmon,
said industry chiefs would baulk
at paying for it.
The £500million a year sector
aims to produce
200,000 tonnes of
the fish by 2020.
The Scottish Government said it was
“considering” the report.
christine.lavelle@thesun.co.uk
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